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PAPERS

Binaural Technique:
Do We Need Individual Recordings?*

HENRIK MOLLER, AES Member, MICHAEL FRIIS SORENSEN, AES Member,

CLEMEN BOJE JENSEN, AES Member, AND DORTE HAMMERSHOI, AES Member

Acoustics Laboratory, Aalborg University, DK-9220 Aalborg 0, Denmark

The localization performance was studied when subjects listened 1) to a real sound field
and 2) to binaural recordings of the same sound field, made a) in their own ears and b) in
the ears of other subjects. The binaural recordings were made at the blocked ear canal
entrance, and the reproduction was carried out with individually equalized headphones. Eight
subjects participated in the experiments, which took place in a standard listening room. Each
stimulus (female speech) was emitted from one of 19 loudspeakers, and the subjects were
to indicate the perceived sound source. When compared to real life, the localization perform-
ance was preserved with individual recordings. Nonindividual recordings resulted in an
increased number of errors for the sound sources in the median plane, where movements
were seen not only to nearby directions, but also to directions further away, such as confusion
between sound sources in front and behind. The numb.er of distance errors increased only
slightly with nonindividual recordings. Earlier suggestions that individuals might localize
better with recordings from other individuals found no support.

0 INTRODUCTION 0.1 Limitations of the Investigation

The idea behind the binaural technique is the follow- Only recordings from other real persons are consid-
ing. The input to the hearing consists of two signals-- ered. Artificial heads are disregarded, since they would
the sound pressures at each eardrum. If these are re- ideally be "typical" subjects and thus, in principle, be
corded in the ears of a listener and reproduced exactly included in the "other person" concept. And if the artifi-
as they were (usually through headphones), then the cial heads are not ideal, their "quality"--the extent to
complete auditory experience is assumed to be repro- which they replicate humans--will introduce an addi-
duced, including spatial aspects such as direction and tional and uncontrolled variable. The quality of commer-
distance to sound sources, cially available artificial heads is the subject of another

In most practical applications recordings cannot be investigation at our laboratory [1].
made individually for each listener. During recording Head movements are known to affect localization per-
the listener is replaced by another person or, more often, formance in real life by resolving, for instance, front-
by an acoustical mannequin, called an artificial head. back ambiguities (see, for example, Blauert [2, sec.
As the transfer characteristics from a sound field to the 2.5]). For any practical purpose the orientation of the
eardrums differ between individuals, the use of nonindi- recording head cannot be controlled subsequently by the
vidual recordings will introduce an error. It is the pur- listener in the playback situation, and only recordings
pose of the present investigation to explore the effect of with a stationary head are considered in the present
this error on localization performance, when recordings investigation.
are made in a natural sound field with reflections and Binaural signals need not originate in a recording with
reverberation, a physical head. It is possible to synthesize binaural

signals on a computer by filtering with head-related

* Manuscript received 1995 November 4; revised 1996 transfer functions (HRTFs) corresponding to the direc-
April 2. tions of incidence of the relevant sound waves. Most
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often the HRTFs will originate in measurements from a canals. Five directions in the median plane were in-
person other than the listener or even from an artificial eluded (elevations 0°, 45°, 90°, 135 °, 180°). No report
head. Thus the question of nonindividual binaural sig- was given about equalization of the headphone (Koss
nals is important in binaural synthesis, too. ESP-9). Four subjects had external localization, but not

If binaural synthesis should simulate anything more until after a few minutes of training. One subject could
complicated than a free field without reflections, it must neither externalize nor localize. The study did not in-
rely on a room simulation program to specify the incom- elude a reference experiment, but it was noted that the
lng sound waves. Relying on a room simulation program performance of the four subjects corresponded to litera-
would introduce an additional and uncontrolled variable, ture reports of real-life localization.
and synthesized binaural signals are therefore not in- In a second experiment the recording from one of each
eluded in the present investigation. Binaural free-field subject's own ears (left or right) was presented to both
synthesis with individual HRTFs is treated in a parallel of his or her ears. For four of the five subjects this
work at our laboratory [3], [4]. resulted in an increased error score, a finding that is

claimed to support a theory that pinna asymmetry plays
0.2 Previous Investigations a role in median-plane localization.

It seems to be a general understanding that the use of In a study by Butler and Belendiuk [8] eight subjects
nonindividual binaural recordings results in localization listened to recordings made in their own ears with micro-
errors such as front-back confusions, elevations, and phones "embedded in ear defenders" and inserted into
in-the-head localization. However, most of these obser- the ear canals. The recordings were made for five direc-
vations seem to originate in investigations with artificial- tions in the median plane (frontal sound incidence, ele-

head recordings or with synthesized binaural signals, vations 0°, -+15°, and -+30°). No report was given about
Only few investigations have been made with human- equalization of the headphone (AKG K180). It was

head recordings in a real sound field with reflections and found that the localization performance was only slightly
reverberation. This summary of previous investigations degraded compared to real-life performance obtained in
is not restricted to those dealing with individual versus the same setup.
nonindividual recordings, but it covers in general repro- A second experiment was carried out where four sub-
duction of recordings made in the ears of human subjects, jects listened to their own recordings and the recordings

Laws and Platte [5] performed an experiment using of the three others. This experiment showed that two
recording and playback techniques, as described by subjects had the best localization performance with their
Platte et al. [6]. Eight subjects listened to recordings own recordings, and two subjects performed best with
made with probe microphones 4 mm inside the ear canals recordings from another person (each performing best
of a selected "typical" subject. The signals were ade- with one of the former two). This finding was interpreted
quately equalized for the frequency responses of the to mean that the pinnae of some persons provide more

probe microphones and the headphones (Sennheiser HD adequate cues for median-plane localization than do the
414). The headphone frequency response was taken as pinnae of others.
the mean of the response measured 4 mm inside the ear Weinrich [9] made an experiment where four subjects
canal on many subjects. The exact positioning of the listened to recordings made in their own ears by means
headphone was considered critical, and prior to each of miniature microphones located approximately 5 mm
measurement the subject adjusted the position of the inside the ear canal. Recordings were made for four
headphone to obtain the brightest sound from a 6-9- directions in the horizontal plane (azimuths -+30° and
kHz noise applied to the headphone. -+150°). It was understood that in principle the head-

Sound sources were located in 12 directions equally phone (Beyer DT 440) needed compensation, but refer-
spaced in the horizontal plane. The localization perform- ring to undescribed pilot experiments this was claimed
ance was slightly poorer than the subjects' localization not to be necessary, and no equalization was applied. It
performance in the real-life situation observed in the was reported that no errors were made during listening
same setup. Especially front-to-back reversals occurred, to binaural recordings. No errors were also reported for
and a higher rate of in-the-head localization was seen an informal test of the subjects' localization in the real-
for the frontal direction, life situation using the same setup.

A second experiment was carried out with the same The investigations cited here differ very much with
recordings and the same equalization, but now the head- respect to recording technique and headphone equaliza-
phones were positioned more accurately before repro- tion, directions included, the subjects' way of re-
duction using the same procedure that was used prior to sponding, statistics reported, and so on. It is difficult if
measurements of headphone transfer functions. Results not impossible to compare the results, and we do not
with four subjects showed almost the same performance find it adequate to make any conclusions at this point.
as in real life. No front-to-back reversals occurred now,
and the rate of in-the-head localization for the frontal 0.3 Aim and Strategy of the Investigation
direction was reduced. It is the aim of the investigation to answer the follow-

In a study by Searle et al. [7] five subjects listened to lng questions:
recordings made in their own ears by means of miniature 1) How flawless a reproduction can be obtained with
microphones placed approximately 10 mm inside the ear individual recordings, that is, recordings made in the
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listener's own ears? (Can we make a true copy of the listener, another human, or an artificial head. Even liter-

real-life experience?) ature data may be used, such as for HRTFs in computer
2) What happens if we use nonindividual recordings, simulation of a binaural recording (binaural synthesis or

that is, recordings made in the ears of a person other binaural auralization).

than the listener? (Does the quality degrade? Are some The Appendix presents an analysis of errors due to
ears better than others? Better than our own?) nonindividual recording and calibration for various re-

3) If nonindividual recordings result in degraded qual- cording points. It is shown that the smallest error is
ity, do we then adapt to the ears of a specific other obtained with the following procedure, which is there-
person? fore chosen in the presentinvestigation:1) recordings

The quality of the reproduction will be evaluated in are made at the blocked ear canal entrance, 2) an FEC

terms of localization performance in a normal room. The headphone is used, and 3) individual headphone equal-
experiments will be of the identification type, where the ization (namely, following the listener) is used for indi-
"resolution" in responses is identical to that of the stimuli, vidual as well as nonindividual recordings. The equal-
Sound source positions will include various distances and ization should be [from Eq. (29)]
various directions in the horizontal, the frontal, and the

median planes. The questions will be answered by compar- G - 1
lng performance in real life with individual binaural re- M. PTF (1)
cordings and with nonindividual recordings.

where M is the transfer function of the recording micro-
0.4 Calibration Methods phone and PTF (headphone transfer function) is the elec-

For individual binaural recordings, that is, when the troacoustical transfer function of the headphone from
recordings are made in the listener's own ears, the total voltage at the terminals to sound pressure at the blocked
transmission should include a compensation for the ear canal entrance.
transfer functions of 1) the microphone and 2) the head-

phone measured at the point in the ear canal where the I METHOD
recording is made. This seems intuitively correct, and
it was shown formally by MOller [10] that this leads to By means ofpsychoacoustic experiments the localiza-
the correct sound at the eardrums. The determination of tion performance was evaluated in real life and when
this correction (and its realization) is called transmission listening to binaural recordings of the same sound field.
calibration or just calibration (or headphone equaliza- The experiments included four listening conditions:
tion, since if the recording microphone has a flat fre- 1) subjects listening in real life, 2) subjects listening to
quency response, the calibration simply equalizes for recordings made in their own ears, 3) subjects listening
the headphone transfer function), to a mixture of recordings from four subjects including

In [10] it was also shown that recordings may be made themselves, and 4) each subject listening to recordings
at the entrance to the blocked ear canal since full spatial from one other subject. The experimental procedure was
information is present at this point (further supported by the same in all situations, including that the subjects
Hammershoi and MOller [11]). When the recording is were sitting in the real-life setup also when listening to
made at the blocked ear canal, the transmission calibra- the recordings.
tion should in principle include an extra term to account
for the difference in pressure divisions at the entrance 1.1 Subjects
to the ear canal in two situations, 1) when the ear is in Eight paid students with controlled normal hearing
free air and 2) when the headphone is placed over the participated, four of each sex, aged 20-30 years. They
ear [10]. However, we have seen that for many head- were all skilled in psychoacoustic esperiments, but they
phones this correction is minimal and can be disre- were not in any way selected for their hearing or localiza-
garded. Headphones for which this is the case are called tion proficiency.
FEC headphones (headphones with flee air equivalent
coupling to the ear) [12]. 1.2 Listening Setup

Up to this point we have used the terms individual The listening setup was an approximate copy of the
and nonindividualrecordings without defining them pre- setup used by Nielsen in his investigation of human
cisely. When we try to define them more accurately, it distance perception [13], [14]. In the present investiga-
turns out that the concept of individual and nonindividual tion, though, the loudspeakers were uncovered and thus
recordings is to some extent ambiguous. The binaural visible to the subjects.

transmission basically includes three procedures: 1)re- The setup consisted of 19 small loudspeakers (70-
cording, 2) transmission calibration, and 3) reproduc- mm-diaphragm Vifa M10MD-39, mounted in 155-mm-
tion. It is evident that each of these steps can be carried diameter hard plastic ball) in a standard listening room
out in its own way. The only step that, for natural rea- with a reverberation time of approximately 0.4 s (IEC
sons, is always carried out using the final listener, is 268-13 [15] (used without a carpet); for the specific
the reproduction. The recording and the transmission room, see Langvad et al. [16]). Fig. 1 shows the setup.
calibration (including determination of the headphone Fourteen loudspeakers were placed at a distance of 1
transfer function) may be carried out using the same m from the center of the subject's head (that is, on a
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sphere). In FRONT, LEFT, BACK, and RIGHT(azimuths 0°, controlled by the computer directed the signal to one
90°, 180 °, and -90 °) loudspeakers were placed 45 ° be- of the loudspeakers. Switch noise from the relays was
low the horizontal plane (LOW), in the horizontal plane, inaudible for the subjects.
and 45° above the horizontal plane (HIGH) (elevations The source signal was a 5-s recording of a female
-45 °, 0 °, and 45°). (The designations in small caps voice. The recording was made in an anechoic chamber
will be used in the following for identification). One [13], and the total transmission was calibrated to give
loudspeaker was placed right ABOVEthe subject and one the same free-field on-axis output from the loudspeakers
at - 45° azimuth in the horizontal plane. The remaining as was present from the talker during recording. When
five loudspeakers were placed at other distances, all in the differences in the directional patterns of a human
the horizontal planemin FRONTat distances of 1.7, 2.9, talker and the loudspeakers are disregarded, the setup
and 5.0 m, and at -45 ° at distances of 1.7 and 2.9 m. replicates the situation where the human talker is placed
For the two directions where loudspeakers were behind at each loudspeaker position, facing the listener.
each other (FRONTand -45°), the loudspeakers were

slightly displaced vertically by less than the minimum 1.3 Binaural Recordings
audible angle in order to reduce disturbance of the direct Binaural recordings were made at the blocked ear ca-
sound from the more distant loudspeakers [13], [14]. nals of each subject, while the subject was seated in the

The loudspeakers were equalized by means of a listening setup. The microphones(SennheiserKE4-211-
graphic equalizer (Klark-Teknik DN 30/30) in order to 2) were mounted in an ear plug, with the end of the
maintain an approximately flat free-field response (Fig. earplug and the microphone being flush with the ear
2). The equalization was the same for all loudspeakers, canal entrance. Details of the microphone technique are
and control measurements did not reveal any consider- described in [17] (including the frequency responses of
able variation between the responses. The subject was

seated in a chair, which was adjusted vertically and 0 (dB re. 1 Pa/V)

horizontally so that the center of his or her head was at { III1{I I I ] ]llll[

the correct position at the center of the loudspeaker -10
sphere.

A digital recording and playback system using a sam- t,
piing frequency of 48 kHz formed the core of the electri- -20_ - v
cai setup. The system used a PC with a large hard disk

mIand a floating-point signal processor system (TMS320C30 -30
processor board and Pro-Audio interface board, Lough-
borough Sound Images Limited). The digital output was

-40
sent to a digital preamplifier (Roland E 660, equalizer 200 2k (Hz) 20k
in flat mode) and a power amplifier (Pioneer A-616, Fig. 2. Free-field frequency response for sample loudspeaker
modified to calibrated gain setting). A relay switch box with equalization used.

m

Fig. 1. Setup in listening room with 19 loudspeakers in different directions and at various distances.

454 J.AudioEng.Soc.,Vol.44,No.6, 1996Juno
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the very two microphones used in this study for re- PTFs were in general not minimum-phase transfer func-
cordings [17, fig. 4]). Recordings were made directly tions, and the resulting total transmission was thus only
to disk for each of the loudspeakers using a Rostec LMA correct with regard to the amplitude response, since the
4 preamplifier, the analog-to-digital converter of a Pans- inverted all-pass sections from the PTFs were not ac-
sonic SV-3700 DAT recorder, and AES/EBU digital counted for.
transmission to the Pro-Audio board. In order to improve A few modifications of the target responses were nec-
the signal-to-noise ratio on the recordings, the playback essary to stabilize and optimize the digital filters. Lack
level from the loudspeakers was increased by 10 dB of dc transmission in the headphone transmission would
relative to the true level used in the real-life listening result in an infinite dc gain of the target response. Dc
experiment. The total gain was corrected accordingly, values were inserted manually in the target response to
In this way the noise at playback was reduced to an obtain a fairly fiat frequency response at low frequen-
unnoticeable level, cies. A corresponding problem exists close to the half

sampling frequency, where the target responses were
1.4 Binaural Reproduction manually flattened. Manual modification was also

A Beyerdynamic DT 990 professional headphone was needed where the amplitude response of the headphone
chosen for reproduction of the binaural signals. We had a narrow dip, resulting in a very high and sharp
showed earlier that this headphone has approximate FEC peak in the target response. The gain of such peaks was
properties [12]. Individual equalization filters were im- limited manually in a few cases. To give better noise
plemented on the signal processor board during repro- performance the filters were split into second-order sec-
duction of the individual as well as the nonindividual tions by pairing poles and zeros. Fig. 4 shows the target
recordings, responses and the designed filter characteristics for both

The filter transfer function should ideally be the recip- ears of all subjects.
rocal of the PTF. The filter design was based on five
repeated measurements of PTFs on each subject and each 1.5 Experimental Procedure
ear. (Measurements of PTFs are described in detail in The experiments were controlled by the computer.
[12].) The headphone was positioned by the subject to For each stimulus the subject responded from which
give best comfort, and it was replaced between measure- loudspeaker he or she perceived the sound. The answers
ments. Fig. 3 shows an example of the five measured were collected using a digitizer (Oc6 G6421) held by
PTFs for both ears of a subject. The repeatability is seen the subject on his or her lap. Fig. 5 illustrates this ar-
to be excellent, and this was the case for most of the rangement. The subject selected a loudspeaker by press-
subjects. The very same microphones were used for re- ing the digitizer pen in the appropriate zone (Fig. 6).
cording and for measuring PTFs. Nothing was therefore Answers were not accepted during stimulus, and the
done to correct for their frequency responses, as they experiment was not continued until a response had cc-
cancel out by the calibration procedure [10, sec. 4.5]. curred. The subjects were not given any feedback in

The target frequency response for each filter was ob- terms of correct or incorrect responses. Before the exper-
tained in the following way. The results of the five re- iments, all subjects received a short training session,
peated PTF measurements were averaged on a decibel including control of the correct use of the digitizer.
basis, frequency by frequency, and the result was in- The subjects were instructed to keep their heads still
verted. A minimum-phase IIR-filter approximation of in a natural upright position and to look straight ahead
the target amplitude response was made with a Yule- during stimuli. A warning was displayed on the answer-
Walker design procedure (maximum 32nd order, carried ing board just before each stimulus, but the subjects
out in MATLAB, The MathWorks Inc.). The measured found very soon a rhythm where they held their heads

correctly immediately after each answer. Cameras were
dB re. 1 PaN) placed to the left of and above the subject to monitor

20 I I I II III _[ position. The experiment was halted if the experimenter
SubjectLTH f'_ _I_A observed head movements during a stimulus. Then the

10 _,_ ,,,_ '_'_ I_'i subject was reminded about the instruction before the

Leftear experiment was continued. This control was the only
0 task for the experimenter during sessions, and the situa-

tion occurred very rarely.

20 1.6 Experimental Design
r Four different experiments were carried out with each

10 _'_ -_ '_"_J I V subject on five separate days.

0 Rightear _ 1.6.1 Experiment A: Real Life
Each subject listened to each loudspeaker six times.

-10 I The experiment was divided into two sessions with three
200 2k (Hz) 20k repetitions each. The stimulus order was random in each

Fig. 3. Five PTF measurements on both ears of a subject, session. The sessions had a duration of approximately
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10 min, and they were separated by short coffee breaks, for three other subjects. The experiment was divided
The number of stimuli for each subject was 114, giving into six sessions, each holding a full randomized set of
a total of 912 for the eight subjects. 19 loudspeakers and four "recording heads." The ses-

sions had a duration of 12-13 min, and only three ses-
1.6.2 Experiment B: Individual Binaural sions, separated by short breaks, were carried out on

The design was the same as for experiment A, except one day. The number of stimuli for each subject was
that the stimuli were the subject's own recordings pre- 456, giving a total of 3648 for the eight subjects.
sented via headphones.

1.6.4 Experiment D: Nonindividual Binaural

1.6.3 Experiment C: Mixed Individual and Three Each subject listened to recordings of one other sub-
Nonindividual Binaural ject. The other subject was selected from the "three

Each subject listened to recordings of his or her own other" in experiment C in a systematic rotation, so that
and of three other subjects. The other subjects were in the recordings of each subject were used for one other
principle selected at random but balanced in a systematic subject. In other respects, the design was as in experi-
rotation, so that the recordings of each subject were used ments A and B.

x

(dB re. 1 PaN)
10

o-10 _ [_

0

._ -

-_oo , _'!_j _0

-10 _. "'-'_

o /, / --, ^
-10 _. -

'S

o'10 _ -'"_ ._ '_ .

0 -

_h

:10 L -- h

Left ear I Right ear
-2o I IIIII P I I IIIIII

200 2k (Hz) 20k 200 2k (Hz) 20k

Fig. 4. Design of headphone equalizing filters for both ears of eight subjects. Target responses (inverse of measured PTFs) are
shown in thin line; designed filter characteristics are shown in heavy line.
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2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The method of presenting the results is most easily ("h
shown by way of an example, and Section 2.1 presents J

the results of the real-life listening experiment. In subse-
quent sections the performances under different experi-
mental conditions will be compared, and for that reason
Section 2.2 introduces error categories and gives appro-
priate reference to the statistical method. Results for

individual recordings are presented and discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3, whereas Section 2.4 covers nonindividual re-
cordings. Some general comments are given in Sec-

tion 2.5. ()

2.1 Real-Life Listening

The results from the real-life listening experiment are
shown in Fig. 7(a) in a 19 x 19 matrix with the stimulus _.)

position as abscissaand the respondedposition as ordi- () /nate. The black circles represent answers, and the area

of each circle is proportional to the number of answers O[---_
for the particular combination of stimulus and response.
A full-size circle (as seen, for example, at the (LEFT,

LEFT) position) corresponds to the number of stimuli
given for each direction (in this case 48). The smallest
circles correspond in this case to one answer (as seen, o[-_ OP[_-]
for example, at the (LEFT HIGH, LEFT) position). MI['""_-_

Correct answers are found at the diagonal, and it is Nl_'_
encouraging to see that most of the responses are indeed
seen here. However, it is also obvious that the subjects
do not localize sound sources perfectly. The major part

of the errors are seen for sources in the median plane. Nl_'_]
Directions in the upper median plane (FRONTHIGI_,
ABOVE,and BACKHIGH)are often confused, and sound
coming from FRONTLOW and BACKLOWare frequently
perceived at various other directions in the median
plane. Also wrong judgment of distance is a common
error. Fig. 6. Sketch of loudspeaker setup, which was attached to

Difficulties in median-plane localization are well digitizer plate. Responses were given by pressing one of thegrey zones with digitizer pen. Grey zone at position of subject
known from the literature, and the lack of interaural indicates loudspeaker ABOVEsubject.

Fig. 5. Subject in setup, ready to answer with digitizer.

J.AudioEng.Soc.,Vol.44,No.6, 1996June 457
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differences is assumed responsible (see, for example, for these stimuli no interaural differences exist. Thus

Blauert [2, sees. 2.1 and 2.3]). It is worth noting that directions within the group are discriminated exclusively
the upper median plane is a region where the HRTFs by means of monaural cues (as far as the direct sound

vary only little between directions (see, for example, is concerned). A response given in the same direction
M011er et al. [17, middle column of fig. 13]). as the stimulus, but at an incorrect distance, is denoted

a distance error. Fig. 7(b) shows the stimulus-response
2.2 Error Categories and Statistical Tests matrix divided into error categories.

The number of stimuli for each loudspeaker position With the present experimental design the number of
is assumed to be too low to allow statistical testing of errors in a certain category will follow a binomial distri-
individual directions with adequate power. The errors bution. The null hypothesis assumes that the error proba-
are therefore classified into four groups that have been bility is the same for the two conditions under test.

chosen with an eye to the localization cues that are avail- The required test function follows a hypergeometrical
able for the hearing, distribution, and the test is called a Fisher-Irwin test

Interaural time differences are considered of great ii- (see, for example, [19]). One-sided tests are used when-

portance in human sound localization. Sound sources ever the sign of a possible difference can be anticipated.
that produce the same interaural time difference are posi- In order to give the most powerful test only stimuli
tioned on an approximate cone, called a cone of confu- that actually can lead to errors in a certain category are
sion (see, for example, [18, p. 352]). As far as the direct included in each test and in the calculation of error

. sound is concerned, our experiments include stimuli at percentages.
five such cones. Five sound sources at the right side
[I_GHTLOW, -- 45° (three distances), and RIGHT HIGH]are 2.3 Individual Recordings

positioned at one cone of confusion, and two sources at Results for individual recordings are available from
the left side (LEFr LOW and LEFt HIGH)lie on another, two experiments--experiment B, where only individual
The median plane, where 10 of our sound sources are recordings were reproduced in a session, and experiment
located, constitutes a special "cone" of confusion (with C, where individual recordings were mixed into sessions

no interaural time difference). Two other special "cones" that also included nonindividual recordings.
with only one possible direction each (in our experiment
and in general) are the directions LEFr and RIGHT. 2.3.1 Separate Sessions

If a response is given at another cone of confusion The results from individual recordings, presented in
than where the stimulus was given, it is denoted an out- separate sessions, are shown in Fig. 8(a). The overall
of-cone error. A response at the correct cone but at an impression is that the type and number of errors are
incorrect direction is denoted a within-cone error, except comparable to those of the real-life experiment [Fig.
when stimulus and response are in the median plane, in 7(a)]. Errors at some stimulus-response combinations
which case it is a median-plane error. The reason for have decreased, whereas errors at other combinations
making a special group for median-plane errors is that have increased. In any case, differences are small.

RIGHT

R,GHTH,GR I

-45 ° (2.9 M) · · I-- -- --1

-45 ° (1.7 M) · · I I

-45 ° (1.0 M) · ' I J

RIGHTLOW · -- -- --

BACK LOW · · ·

BACK · · ·

E_ BACK HIGH ' · · ·
o
¢3. ABOVE · · ·
03
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Fig. 7. (a) Result of real-life listening (experiment A, 912 responses). (b) Classification of errors. Correct answers are at diagonal.
Distance errors are framed by dashed thin lines, median-plane errors by thin lines (exclusive of distance errors), and within-
cone errors 'by thick lines (exclusive of distance errors). Remaining positions correspond to out-of-cone errors.
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Table 1 shows a comparison of the four error catego- impression is that the type and the number of errors are
ties for real-life and for individual recordings. Consider- comparable to those obtained in real life [Fig. 7(a)] and
able numbers of median-plane errors and distance errors with individual recordings presented in separate sessions
are seen, whereas almost no out-of-cone and within- [Fig. 8(a)].
cone errors are observed. The figures seem very compa- Table 2 shows a comparison of the results using indi-
Fable in the two situations. The statistical tests show no vidual recordings presented in mixed sessions and the
difference for three error categories but a difference that pooled results of real-life and individual recordings pre-
is significant at the 5% level for within-cone errors. Only sented in separate sessions. The figures seem very com-
a few errors are seen in this category, and in view of parable, and the statistical tests showed no significant
the data shown subsequently for individual recordings differences. As a consequence, in subsequent tests the

presented in mixed sessions, we believe, despite the results of the individual part of experiment C will be
significance, that the difference is a coincidence. It is pooled with the results of experiments A and B. The
concluded that the localization performance with the in- pooled result matrix is shown in Fig. 9(a).
dividual recordings is the same as in the real-life situa-
tion. As a consequence, in subsequent tests the results 2.3.3 Discussion
of experiments A and B will be pooled in order to ii- Our experiments have shown that individual binaural
prove the power of the test. recordings are capable of giving an authentic reproduc-

tion for which the localization performance is equal to
2.3.2 Mixed Sessions that of real life. Our findings are in contrast to the results

The results from individual recordings, presented in of Searle et al. [7]. One of their five subjects had in-
mixed sessions, are given in Fig. 8(b). The immediate the-head perception and could not localize at all with
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Fig. 8. Individual binaural recordings. (a) In separate sessions (experiment B, 912 responses). (b) In mixed sessions (part of
experiment C, 912 responses).

Table 1. Comparison of individual binaural recordings (experiment B) and real life (experiment A).
Errors are given as numbers and in percent of the number of stimuli (in parentheses)

that can result in errors in the category.

Errors

Total Number
Condition Out of Cone WithinCone MedianPlane Distance of Stimuli

0.2% 0.3% 16.0% 11.9%
Reallife 2 1 77 40 912
(experiment A) (912) (336) (480) (336)

0.1% 1.5%* 13.1% 12.2%
Individual binaural I 5 63 41 912
(experiment B) (912) (336) (480) (336)

* Significance at 5% level in one-sided Fisher-Irwin test.
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individual binaural recordings. The remaining four were blocked ear canal and FEC headphones calibrated ac-

able to have out-of-head perception and to localize, but cordingly. The results confirm that this technique is suit-
not until after a few minutes of training. Butler and able for binaural recording. It is advantageous from a
Belendiuk [8] found only slightly degraded localization practical point of view. Larger microphones can be used,
performance compared to real life; thus their results are thus allowing a better signal-to-noise ratio, and insertion
closer to ours. of microphones deeply into the ear canal is avoided.

Weinrich [9] reported no errors in real life nor with Localization in real life (and with individual binaural

binaural recordings. Thus he shares the similarity be- recordings) is not perfect. Median-plane errors occur,
tween the two conditions with us. However, he only and especially the upper directions are confused. Also
included directions outside the median plane (and only distance errors occur, whereas within-cone and out-of-
four), and it is questionable whether his experimental cone errors are rare.

design was sensitive to errors at all. Confusions between front and back are among the
With respect to the perceived quality of our re- median-plane errors, but they ar·not frequent. In experi-

cordings, it is worth mentioning some spontaneous eom- ments A and B and the individual part of experiment C,
ments from the subjects. Most of them expressed their the three frontal sound sources at 1-m distance were

surprise at the realism of the headphone reproduction, perceived behind the frontal plane 7% of the times they
and a few subjects more or less accused us Of cheating, were presented, whereas the corresponding three sound
Why should they wear headphones when the sound came sources in the back were perceived in front of the frontal
fromthe loudspeakers? plane in only2% of the cases.

We used recordings made at the entrance to the Sound sources in the FRONTdirection are almost al:

Table 2. Comparison of individual binaural recordings presented in mixed sessions (part of experiment C) and pooled results
of real-life and individual binaural recordings presented in separate sessions (experiments A and B). Errors are given as numbers

and in percent of the number of stimuli (in parentheses) that can result in errors in the category.*

Errors

Total Number
Condition Out of Cone Within Cone Median Plane Distance of Stimuli

0.2% 0.9% 14.6% 12.1%
Real life and individual 3 6 140 81 1824
(experimentsAandB) (1824) (672) (960) (672)

0.2% 0.9% 17.3% 14.9%
Individual, mixed 2 3 83 50 912
(partofexperimentC) (912) (336) (480) (336)

* Statistical tests did not show any significant difference between the two conditions (one-sided Fisher-Irwin test at 5% level).
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Fig. 9. (a) Pooled results of real-life listening and individual recordings (experiments A, B, and part of C, 2736 responses). (b)
Nonindividnal binaural recordings, each subject listening to recordings from three randomly selected other subjects in mixed
sessions (remaining part of experiment C, 2736 responses).
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ways perceived in the correct direction [more than 99% those of the pertinent part of experiment C. The response
of the times they were presented, 100% if only the FRONT patterns of the two frames in Fig. I0 seem very similar.
(1 M) source is considered]. The BACKdirection is per- Table 4 compares the errors in the two situations. As
ceived correctly 89% of the times it is presented, it might be argued that a possible adaptation would only

Displacements up or down from the horizontal plane be seen after some time, the table also includes a row
are also rare. For the two 1-m sources in the median with results from only the second half of experiment D.
plane [FRO_rr (1 M) and BACK] we observed 4% move- Only minor and statistically nonsignificant improve-
ments 45 ° up and 1% movements 45° down. [None of ments are seen for median-plane errors, when the sub-
these movements were actually for the FRONT (1 M) jects listened to recordings from only one other subject.
sound source.]

2.4.3 Comparison of Individual Subjects

2.4 Nonindividual Recordings In the preceding sections it was shown that nonindi-
Results for nonindividual recordings are available vidual recordings result in poorer localization perform-

from two experiments--experiment C, where each sub- ance than in real life and with individual recordings.
ject listened to recordings from three other subjects in This result was obtained for the group of subjects, but
mixed sessions, and experiment D, where each subject it may conceal large individual differences. Table 5
listened to recordings from one other subject in a sepa- shows the results obtained in experiment C for each
rate session. The "other" subjects were in principle se- individual subject, when be or she listened to each of the
lected randomly, although balanced among subjects, three other subjects and to himself or herself. Because of

the low number of observations for each combination,

2,4,1 Three Other Subjects we have chosen to report only the total number of errors.
Fig. 9(b) shows the results of the experiment in which The number of errors varies clearly between subjects

each subject listened to recordings from three other sub- (whether the "subject" is considered listener or origin of
jects. The order of stimuli was random and thus did not the recording). It can be seen, though, that nonindividual
allow adaptation to a single other subject, and the stimuli recordings never resulted in fewer errors than individual
included individual recordings as well. [The matrix in recordings, although in several cases comparable num-
Fig. 9(b), however, only includes responses to the nonin- bers are seen.
dividual recordings.] Responses are more scattered than
in real life and with individual recordings [compare with 2,4.4 Discussion

Fig. 9(a)]. More errors are seen, especially in the me- Our experiments have shown that more localization
dian plane, errors occur with nonindividual binaural recordings than

Table 3 shows a comparison of the results from nonin- in real life and with individual recordings. The increase
dividual recordings and the pooled results from real- in errors is pronounced and significant for median-plane
life and individual recordings. There is an increase in errors, whereas the increase of distance errors is less
median-plane errors (significant at the 0.1% level). Also distinct, although still significant. Like in real life, within-
the number of distance errors is higher for the nonindi- cone and out-of-cone errors are rare.

vidual recordings (significant at the 5% level). Listening to recordings from only one other subject
in a separate session does not result in significantly im-

2.4.2 One Other Subject proved results--at least not within the duration of our
Each subject listened to recordings from the same sessions and without feedback.

other subject under two conditions--in a separate scs- The additional errors are concentrated in the median
sion (experiment D) and mixed into sessions that also plane, where no interaural differences exist. Many addi-
included individual recordings as well as recordings tional errors are seen, not only as movements to neigh-
from two additional subjects (part of experiment C). Fig. boring directions but also to directions further away.
10(a) shows the results of experiment D, and Fig. 10(b) The increase is especially pronounced for the directions

Table 3. Comparison of mixed binaural recordings from three other subjects (part of experiment C) and pooled results from
real-life and individual binaural recordings (experiments A, B, and part of C). Errors are given as numbers and in percent of

the number of stimuli (in parentheses) that can result in errors in the category.

Errors

Total Number
Condition Outof Cone WithinCone MedianPlane Distance of Stimuli

Reallifeandindividual 0.2% 0.9% 15.5% 13.0%
(experimentsA,B,and 5 9 223 131 2736

partofC) (2736) (1008) (1440) (1008)

0.1% 1.6% 33.8%* 16.1%t
Nonindividual,threeothers 4 16 486 162 2736
(part of experiment C) (2736) (1008) (1440) (1008)

* Significance at 0.1% level in one-sided Fisher-Irwin test.
t Significance at 5% level.
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FRONTLOWand FRONTHIGH,slightly less for FRONT.The Laws and Platte mentioned that in-the-head localiza-
rate of correct indications of direction for sound sources tion occurred in some cases, and we have often met
in the mOST direction is reduced to 88% [to only 63% colleagues who believe that this phenomenon is a result
for the FRONT(1 M) source]. A correct response to the of nonindividual recordings. However, none of our sub-
BACKdirection occurs now in only 68% of the cases, jects reported a perception such as this, neither with

Laws and Platte [5] reported slightly poorer perform- individual nor with nonindividual recordings. The wide-

ance with nonindividual recordings than in real life, but spread opinion that nonindividual recordings bring
similar performance after improvements of their head- sound sources closer is not supported by our data either.
phone positioning technique. Their results seem in con- Fig. 9 reveals that sources do not tend to come closer
trast to our findings, but most of their stimuli were out- with nonindividual recordings.
side the median plane, and their procedure differed from There seems to be a general understanding that use
ours in several aspects. Thus a direct comparison is of nonindividual recordings tends to cause frontal sound
doubtful. Furthermore they used recordings from one sources to be perceived in the back, and that movements

selected typical subject, whereas we used recordings the other way around are seen more rarely. This is sup-
from randomly chosen subjects. This latter aspect might ported by our results. A closer analysis of the nonindi-
explain why they did not see confusions between the vidual part of experiment C reveals that the three frontal
only two sources they had in the median plane--front sources at 1-m distance were perceived behind the fron-
and back. tal plane 30% of the times they were presented, whereas
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Fig. 10. Nonindividual binaural recordings, each subject listening to recordings from one randomly selected other subject. (a)
In separate sessions (experiment D, 912 responses). (b) In mixed sessions (part of experiment C, 912 responses).

Table 4. Comparison of binaural recordings from one other subject presented in separate sessions (experiment D as a whole and
second half) and in mixed sessions (part of experiment C). Errors are given as numbers and in percent of the number of stimuli

(in parentheses) that can result in errors in the category.*

Errors

Total Number
Condition Out of Cone Within Cone Median Plane Distance of Stimuli

0.2% 0.6% 33.5% 14.9%
One other subject, mixed session 2 2 161 50 912

(part of experiment C) (912) (336) (480) (336)

0.7% 1.2% 30.4% 17.9%
Same other subject, separate session 6 4 146 60 912

(experiment D) (912) (336) (480) (336)

0.2% 1.8% 28.8% 14.9%
Same other subject separate session 1 3 69 25 456

(experiment D, 2nd half) (456) (168) (240) (168)

· Statistical tests comparing each of rows 2 and 3 to row 1 did not show any significant difference between the two conditions
(one-sided Fisher-Irwin test at 5% level).
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the three sources in the back were perceived in front of but the differences were not statistically significant.
the frontal plane in only 7% of the cases. Especially We have chosen an identification experiment where
the FRONTLOWsource was often perceived at the BACK the "resolution" in responses is identical to that of the
position. And the BACKposition was responded much stimuli. This means that we would not be able to detect
more often than it was presented (an increase by a factor errors, unless they are in the same order of magnitude
of 1.69). as, or larger than, the stimulus resolution. Thus the sig-

It also seems to be a general understanding that nonin- nificance of this limitation depends on the resolution of
dividual binaural recordings give rise to elevations, that the hearing. For the median plane we have observed
is, sources in the horizontal plane would be perceived many confusions even in real life. The similarity of er-
above that. It was already reported for the median plane rors in real life and with individual binaural recordings
that movements up or down from the horizontal plane is thus strong evidence with regard to the similarity of
were rare for real life (and individual binaural re- the auditory percept in these cases. However, it is still
cordings). In the nonindividual part of experiment C we an open question whether the very fine structure of the
observed for the sources at FRO_rr(1 M) and BACK11% directional impression has been preserved for directions
movements 45° up and 2% movements 45 ° down. The where few errors occurred at all, such as the frontal
trend is in the claimed direction, but the relative occur- direction.
rence of these errors is not high. Within-cone and out-of-cone errors are rare in real

Butler and Belendiuk [8] observed that their four sub- life and with binaural recordings, individual as well as
jects did not always perform best with recordings of their nonindividual. All that we can conclude is that errors
own. Similar observations are not seen in our results, of these kinds are below the resolution of our setup in
All our eight subjects performed best with their own any case.
recordings, although in several cases comparable per-

forrnance was obtained with recordings from a specific 3 CONCLUSION
other subject. A possible explanation for the observa-
tions of Butler and Belendiuk could be that their head- We have shown that individual binaural recordings

phone was not equalized. All their source positions were are capable of giving an authentic reproduction for which
in the median plane, where only vulnerable monaural localization performance is preserved when compared
cues are available. Inadequate equalization--or eom- to that of real life. The recordings were made at the

plete lack of equalization--might have caused structures entrance to the blocked ear canal, and reproduction was
of the headphone transfer function to interfere with and carried out with FEC headphones calibrated accordingly.
modify the directional cues. The results confirm that this technique is suitable for

binaural recording. It is advantageous from a practical
2.5 Additional Comments point of view. Larger microphones can be used, thus

A few further comments are in order. The question allowing a better signal-to-noise ratio, and insertion of
of the stability of the hearing's interpretation of physical microphones deeply into the ear canal is avoided.
cues has been dealt with in two ways--by mixing indi- Use of nonindividual recordings results in an in-
vidual and nonindividual recordings, and by having sub- creased number of median-plane errors, occurring not
jects listen to the same nonindividual recordings in a only in terms of movements to nearby directions but also
separate session. For the median-plane errors a minor to directions further away. Our results support a general
deterioration was seen in the former case (from 14.6 to understanding that nonindividual recordings tend to
17.3%) and in the latter case a minor improvement was cause frontal sound sources to be perceived in the back.
seen (from 33.5 to 28.8% in the second half of the Nonindividual recordings do not result in in-the-head
session). Both results may be interpreted as adaptation, localization, nor in sound sources being perceived closer

Table 5. Total number of errors in experiment C, split up by origin of recording and by listener. The number of stimuli was
114 for each combination. First row is the number of errors made by subject BGB when listening to her own recordings and to

those of subjects LRH, LTH, and SOD, and so on.

_Recording [ IListener __ BGB HIM KMJ LRH LTH MAG SOD SWF

BGB 8 22 13 28

HIM 29 26 37 45

KMJ 17 19 17 28

LRH 37 25 33 37

LTH 26 33 16 34

MAG 14 20 15 8

SOD 37 30 .23 11

SWF 32 27 32 27
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APPENDIX using binaural synthesis, head-related transfer functions
NONINDIVIDUAL RECORDING AND may come from a database (corresponding to "record"),
CALIBRATION ERROR ANALYSIS the headphone transfer function may have been mea-

sured with an artificial ear ("calibrate"), and information
In most situations where the binaural technique is used on the PDR may be from the manufacturer's data

it is not possible for each listener to have recordings sheet ("pdr").
made in his or her own ears, and it may also cause
practical difficulties to obtain a headphone calibrated at A.I.1 Method A: Recordingat the Eardrum
the listener's own ears. Therefore each of the two steps, The actual transmission to the listener's eardrum is
recording and transmission calibration, may be made by obtained by inserting eq. (30) into exp. (28) and adding
means of another person or by means of information appropriate indexes,
obtained from another person. Recording should be un-

derstood in a broad sense. It may literally mean re- [P_A1 [P7/EheadP h°ne]list....cording, but it may as well refer to binaural synthesis. · . (3)
This appendix presents a calculation of the error intro ...... [Pi] d [P7/Eheadph°ne]calibrate
duced by replacing the listener with other persons during
one or both of these steps. The transmission should have been

The terminology and the designation of the variables

in this appendix are as introduced by M011er [10], and [p_]referenceto equationsandexpressionsinthatarticleare (4)
givenhereinitalics, listener

An important term in some of the calculations is the
ratio between the pressure divisions at the entrance to The error given as a factor can be obtained by dividing
the ear canal in two situations: 1) when the ear is in free the actual transmission [Exp. (3)] by the wanted trans-

air and 2) when the headphone is placed over the ear. mission [Exp. (4)],
In M011er et al. [12] this term was denoted by PDR

(pressure division ratio), and from eq. (24) we have [P4/P1]record · [P7/Eheadph°ne]listener (5)
£ A = [p 4/ P l ]lis t.... [P 7/ Eheadphone]calibrate '

[P3/P2] _ Zearcanal "Jr Zheadphone (2)
PDR - [p6/p5] Z .... al -{- Zradiation A.1.2 Method B: Recording at the Entrance to the

Open Ear Canal
In MOiler et al. [12] it was found that for many head- The actual transmission to the listener's eardrum is

phones the PDR is approximately unity. A headphone obtained by inserting eq. (34)into exp. (31)and adding
for which this is the case was defined as an FEC head- appropriate indexes,
phone (a headphone with free air equivalent coupling to

the ear). (The term is equivalent to the term "open" used [_]
in [10]. The reason for changing the term is that "open" P3 · [P7/Eheadph°ne]listener (6)
is used commerically to describe a headphone that does record [P6/Eheadph°ne]calibrate '

not exclude sound from the outside.)

The error can be obtained by dividing the actual transmis-
A.1 General Expressions of Error sion [Exp. (6)] by the wanted transmission, which is again

In the following, general expressions will be derived given by Exp. (4), splitting up the "listener" transmission
for the error when one person is used for recording (terms terms, and utilizing that [PT/P6] = [Pa/P3],
relating to this person are indexed "record"), a second

person is used for calibration (terms relating to this per- [P3/P1]rec°rd' [Po/Eheadph°ne]listener . (7)
son are indexed "calibrate"), and a third person is lis- eB = [p3/P1]listene r [P6/Eheadphone]calibrate
tening to the result (terms relating to this person are

indexed "listener"). When the reference point is the A.1.3 Method C: Recording at the Entrance to the
blocked ear canal entrance, the PDR is used in the trans- Blocked Ear Canal

mission calibration. In principle, information on the The actual transmission to the listener's eardrum is

PDR may originate from a fourth person (terms relating obtained by inserting eq. (38) into exp. (35), adding
to this person are indexed "pdr"). appropriate indexes, and using Eq. (2),

The error terms derived in this section are very gen-

eral, and it might seem superfluous to assume that four [_]different persons could be involved, including the lis- P2 ' [P7/Eheadph°ne]listener ' [PDR]pdr . (8)
tener. However, the term "person" should not be taken ..... d [Ps/Eheadph°ne]calibrate

tOO literally, but rather be regarded as indicative of a
specific source of information. Thus it is not pure specu- The error can be obtained by dividing the actual trans-
lation that three "persons" other than the listener could mission [Exp. (8)] by the wanted transmissiori still given
be involved. For instance, in a virtual reality system by Exp. (4), splitting up the "listener" transmission
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terms, and utilizing Eq. (2) and that [P7/P6] = [P4/P3] , A precondition for using Eq. (10) was that an FEC head-
phone be used. Thus strictly speaking, the error term in

[P2lPl]r_ [P5/Eheadphone]listener [PDR]p_ Eq. (12) includes the error introduced if the precondition

Ec = [P2lPi]listener [PslEheadphone]cali_ate' [PDR]listener ' is violated. If an FEC headphone is actually used, Eq.
(9) (12) naturally reduces to

If, in the calibration,unityis insertedfor the PDR(be- Ec = I. (13)

cause it is known that the headphone has FEC proper- A.2.2 Nonindividual Recording, Individual
ties--whether or not that is true--due to a lack of data, Calibration
due to ignorance, or whatever the cause may be), then
the errorbecomes In this case another person is used for recording,

whereas the listener himself or herself is used for calibra-

, [P2lPl]recont [P5/Eheadph°ne]listener 1 lion. By inserting "other" for "record," and "listener"

EC = [p2/Pl]listene r [ps/Eheadphone]calibrate [PDR]listene r · for "calibrate" and "pdr" in Eqs. (5), (7), (9), and (10)we get
(10)

A. 1.4 Comments EA -- [P4/Pl]°ther- [P2/Pl]°ther [P4/P2]°ther
[p4/Pl]listene r [p2/Pl]listene r [p4/P2]listene r (14)

For each of the methods the error terms are easily

recognizable as the error made during recording and [p3/Pl]otUer _ [P2lPl]other [P3lP2]otUer

calibration. In Eq. (10) the last term is the error intro- es -- [p3/Pl]listene r [P2lPl]listene r [P3lP2]listene r (15)
duced by neglecting the PDR (regardless of how close

tounityitmaybe). [P2lP1]other
Ec- (16)

A.2 Error Terms in Selected Cases [P2/Pl]listener

In the following, error terms are derived for some , [P2/P1]other 1
selectedspecificcombinationsof "persons."The cases ec = · . (17)
chosen are those considered especially relevant for the [P2/Pl]nstener [PDR]listener

present investigation, but they may also have some rele- If an FEC headphone is actually used, Eq. (17) re-
vance for practical applications of the binaural tech- duces to
nique. Only two "persons" are considered, the listener

and one other person. Each of the two steps recording [P2lPl]other
and calibration(includingdeterminationof the head- ec - · (18)

[P 2/ P l ]listener
phone transfer function as well as determination of the

PDR) are carried out by means of one of these. Parts A.2.3 Nonindividual Recording, Nonindividual
of the recording-calibration-reproduction process for Calibration

which the listener is used are called individual, whereas Here the listener is only used for listening. By in-
parts for which the other person is used are called serting "other" for "record," "calibrate," and "pdr" in
nonindividual. Eqs. (5), (7), and (9), and by using Eq. (2) and that

[P7/P6] = [Pa/P3], we obtain the same expression re-
gardless of the reference point,

[P2/Pl]°ther · [Ps/Eheadph°ne]listener [PDR]°ther (19)
E^ = E B = EC = [p2/Pl]listene r [P5/Eheadphone]other [PDR]listene r .

A slightly different expression is found by similar inser-
A.2.1 Individual Recording, Individual Calibration lion in Eq. (10),

Here the recordings are made in the listener's own

ears, and the calibration is carried out using the listener [P2/Pl]other . [P5/Eheadphone]listener 1

himself or herself. By inserting "listener" for "record," Ec = [P2lPl]listene r [PslEheadphone]other [PDR]listeae r '

"calibrate,"and"pdr"inEqs.(5),(7),and(9)weget (20)

EA= Es = Ec= 1. (11)
If an FEC headphone is actually used, all error terms of

As expected--perfect transmission. By similar inser- Eqs. (19) and (20) reduce to the same expression,
tion, Eq. (10) becomes

· _ [P2/Pl]oa_ [PJE_,_.]nste_.
1 en = EB= Ec = Ec [P2/Pl]_t_ [Ps/E_m]o_

Ec -- [PDR]listene r . (12) (21)
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reference point (either accounting for the PDR or using
A.2.4 Individual Recording, Nonindividual an FEC headphone).
Calibration The following choice stands to reason:

This seems to be a rather awkward case. If the listener 1) Recordings for individual and nonindividual use
is available for recording, then why not use him or her are made at the blocked ear canal.
for calibration? Nevertheless it is included for complete- 2) An FEC headphone is used.
ness--and it might have some practicality by avoiding 3) Individual equalization (that is, following the lis-
a tiresome process when fitting an individual equaliza- tenet) is used for individual as well as nonindividual

tion. By inserting "listener" for "record," and "other" recordings.
for "calibrate" and "pdr" in Eqs. (5), (7), (9), and (10),
we get

e n = [P7/Eheadph°ne]listener- [Ps/Eheadph°ne]listener [P7/Ps]listener (22)
[P 7/ Eheadphone]other [ Ps/ Eheadphone]other [ P 7/ P5]other

E B = [P6/Eheadph°ne]listener- [P5/Eheadph°ne]listener [P6/Ps]listener (23)
[ P6/ Eheadphone]other [Ps/ Eheadphone]other [Pa/Ps]other

EC = [P5/Eheadph°ne]listener [PDR]°ther (24) Under these conditions the equalization should be de-
[P5/Eheadphone]other [PDR]listener termined as given in eq. (39),

ec = [Ps/Eheadphone]Usten_r I (25) Gc = 1 (28)
[P s/Eheadphone]other[PDR]listener M 1 · [P s/Eheadphone]'

If an FEC headphone is actually used, Eqs. (24) and For convenience we introduce for the equalization:
(25) reduce to G ( = Gc), for the headphone transfer function: PTF ( =

[Ps/Eheadphon¢]),and for the transfer function of the re-

Ec = e C -- [P5/Eheadph°ne]listener (26) cording microphone: M (= M 0,
[ P 5/Eheadphone]other '

1

G - M- PT_' (29)
A.3 Selection of Procedure for Investigation

In Section A.2.1 it was shown that when individual A.4 General Comments

recordings are used, impeccable transmission can be ob- Some more general guidelines about implementations
rained by using individual calibration. This applies irre- of the binaural technique can be derived from the preced-

spective of the reference point. Nonindividual calibra- lng calculations. For almost any practical purpose re-
tion results in an error that depends on the reference cordings cannot be made individually, and the following
point (Section A. 2.4). assumes nonindividual recordings (or nonindividual bin-

In Sections A.2.2 and A.2.3 it was shown that when aural synthesis).
nonindividual recordings are used, correct transmission If individual calibration is possible, then the method
is not possible. Various expressions apply for the error with recordings at the blocked ear canal entrance (as
[Eqs. (14)-(21)]. One term is present in all of them, chosen for our experiments) is the best choice, since it
namely, only gives the unavoidable error from the "other" subject

[Eq. (16)]. FEC headphones are practical since they

[P2/Pl]°ther . (27) make the calibration simpler, but the use of such head-
[P2/Pl]listener phones is not a prerequisite.

Individual calibration may be of questionable value if
This is quite natural since nonindividual recordings rely a reference point in the open ear canal is chosen. The
on the "other person" for the transmission of a three- last term in each of Eqs. (14) and (15) should then
dimensional sound field into two signals. The term re- be compared to what can be obtained by nonindividual
flects exactly the imperfection in this transformation, calibration, for example, with an FEC headphone [Eq.
Additional terms in the expression for the error cannot (21)]. It is our experience that for the frequency range of
counterbalance this error since they are independent of 2-7 kHz individual variations, especially in the pressure
direction, division [last term of Eq. (15)] may be larger than indi-

In the experiments the smallest possible error is aimed vidual variations in headphone transfer functions [last
at, and the procedures leading to Eqs. (16) and (18) term of Eq. (21)]. (See [11, fig. 13] and some of the
are attractive since only the unavoidable error term is better headphones in [12, fig. 7].)
present. These equations represent individual calibration If individual calibration is not possible--and this is
in combination with the use of the blocked ear canal as the case for most commercial applications--then the use
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of FEC headphones is especially recommended since it and for use in binaural synthesis human HRTFs can be

reduces the error to the minimum [Eq. (21)], regardless measured utilizing the same advantages with respect to
of the reference point, microphones and their positioning as for recordings.

The blocked ear canal entrance has practical advan- Furthermore, individual variations in HRTFs are lower

tages for recording with human subjects. Larger micro- at the blocked ear canal [17], [11], and "typical" HRTFs
phones can be used, allowing a better signal-to-noise are more easily yielded. Lower variations are also seen
ratio, and insertion of microphones deeply into the ear in headphone transfer functions measured at the blocked

canal is avoided. As far as artificial heads are concerned, ear canal [12], and a typical headphone equalization for
they can be constructed without ear canal simulations, general use is thus more easily obtained.
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